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ABSTRACT 
 
The materials being in use in medicine require some improvement, as well as new materials are needed. 
One of the newest trends in the development of implants, is applying the porous structures – scaffolds, 
which are expected to produce vesseled bone tissue at a quicker rate and a stable joining of implant with 
the body. The aim of the paper is the review of porous materials in the latest literature.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Every implant introduced into the body is an alien body and causes a defence from 
immunological system in the form of allergies or inflammation. Consequently it may 
occur that the implant is rejected. 
According to many scientists using the porous materials enables mechanical joining of 
the implant with the regular tissue through the ingrowing into the introduced item. The 
size of pores and connections between them influence the process of  penetration and 
mineralization of tissues, giving as a result proper and constant joining of the implant 
and the bone [1,2]. Additional feature of  porous materials is Young`s modulus 
significantly lower than modulus of bulk metals, like the bone. Decreasing of implant 
stiffness ensures proper stress distribution in the implant – bone system, hence enables 
conditions to bone restoration and allows to avoid the problems associated with stress 
shielding [3-5]. 
Rajzer and other scientists created a specific type of  three dimensional fibrous structure 
made of fibres differing in diameters and porosity (micro – and nanopores). These 
materials will form a 3D scaffold containing fibrous components, which  imitate the 
structure typical of natural tissues. The prepared material contains two types of pores: 

1. pores between fibres in which cells could penetrate growth and proliferate to 
promote the formation of tissue and 

2. pores in the fibre microstructure. Porous carbon fibres used as a scaffold for 
tissue regeneration could simultaneously serve as a support for the delivery of 
drugs or biologically active agents, which would stimulate tissue growth. 

The in vitro cytotoxicity tests revealed that the direct contact of the human body with 
porous carbon fibres did not show any cytotoxicity effect [6]. 
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In recent years a great interest has been aroused by the so – called new generation of 
bioactive materials with increased bioactivity, interpreted mainly as the ability to 
simulate alive tissue to faster regeneration. To produce materials of this type, the 
chemical sol – gel method is used. It enables to obtain biomaterials of high chemical 
and biological surface activity. This method allows to produce biomaterials in the form 
of powders, granules, dense and porous sinters as well as thin coatings on bioneutral 
substrates [7-10].  
In case of such materials, through proper choice of the chemical composition of the 
initial powders and the sintering conditions, there exists the possibility to fabricate 
implants, which become firmly fixed in the parent tissue both biologically (the tissue is 
penetrated by the porous structure) and chemically (combined with the parent tissue 
through a layer of hydroxyapatite, crystallizing on the surface of the biomaterial) [7]. 
 
 
 

SCAFFOLDS 
 
 

Tissue engineering aims at replacing or sustaining the functions of tissues and body 
organs (damaged in trauma or inborn diseases) by means of implants, which contain the 
patient`s cells, fixed to three dimension bases [10]. The basic material is of major 
importance in the process of creating new tissues. The scientists [8-10] showed, that 
tissue renewing and restoring depends on the microstructure of the material used as a 
cell scaffold. It is believed that the best results in bone cells bred in vitro can be 
achieved in case of 100-400 µm pore size [10-12]. The best breeding basis for tissue 
engineering are those with the biggest open porosity. It enables to place the largest 
amount number of  cells and intensify the process of vein penetrating. The porous basis 
must keep its microstructure for the period necessary to form a new tissue. It is 
supposed to crush, collapse and deform excessively, which might cause the destruction 
of the tissue, which is being formed [10].  
Pamula [13,14] and some other scientists used the breeding basis with the special size of 
pores: 600 µm, 500 µm, 200 µm, 40 µm to receive degradable biomaterials (Fig.1). In 
all cases the porosity was 87%, that is bigger than expected. The porous basis preserved 
its size and structure both in the air and in water. It was found that the durability of 
porous basis degradation depends on chemical structure and can be easily controlled 
[10].  
a)                                                                           b) 
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c)                                                                           d) 
 

                                                                    
 
Fig.1. Scanning electron micrographs of PGLA porous scaffolds with different size of pores: a) 600 µm, b) 

500 µm, c) 200 µm, d) 40 µm [10] 
 
The use of three dimensional scaffolds settled with cells and next implanted into the 
place of tissue loss creates good conditions for the tissue regeneration. The aim of 
porous implants – foams is to support the three dimensional tissue formation [15]. The 
concentration of cells is started in vitro on the porous structure of scaffold and next the 
obtained item is placed in the site of the tissue loss. To assure the proper growth of the 
tissue, the pore should be interconnected and large enough to permit cellular migration, 
diffusion of nutrients and metabolites and the proper angiogenesis. As the new tissue is 
developing the implant undergoes gradual degradation [11,15]. 
To obtain the porous sinters a method of sintering compounds and deposition of slip  
casting on a organic substrate was used. The elementary powder was mixed with 
various additions (dextrin, methyl, cellulose, starch) until the slip casting of appropriate 
consistence was obtained. In the applied method the polymeric sponge was used as a 
substrate (polymeric sponge method) [16]. 
The applied method of sintering with the application of the deposition for the slip 
casting on organic substrate has proved to be a good method of obtaining sinters with a 
favorable microstructure from the point of view of medical application (implants). 
When using as additions starch and methyl cellulose the authors obtained sinters 
characterized by open porosity reaching up to 77%, which creates advantageous 
conditions for the osseous tissue to grow inside the implant. At the same time, 
examination of the microstructure using a electron scanning microscope has shown that 
the newly formed pores have similar dimensions and are uniformly distributed in the 
whole material. The obtained sinters were characterized also by good mechanical 
durability, without showing a tendency to crush under the pressure [7]. Gel – the 
product of powdered SiO2-CaO-P2O5 represent a convenient starting material for the 
production of porous sinters, which can be used as osseous implants [7,17,18].  
The bone infections cause the significant clinical problem and in most cases they need a 
long antibiotic treatment. The effectiveness of the treatment could be increased by the 
local deposition of the antibiotics, which additionally diminish the general effect of the 
long lasting antibiotic treatment in human patients. Among the materials, which could 
be used as the effective drug carriers, especially in bone surgery, are porous corundum 
implants of the high biocompatibility. Paluch and other scientists [17] compared in vitro 
environment some porous corundum materials with some amount of new generation 
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antibiotics. The examination of the corundum porous biomaterials in vivo, conducted 
initially on rabbits and then on sheep showed that non – mineral organic substances 
occur already after 3 days of being in the human body, in its outer pores sticking to the 
bone tissue. After 6 weeks the process of filling in the pores reaches 80% and after 16 
weeks the penetration of the pores and mineralization of the bone are completed (Fig.2) 
– the pores are filled with the bone tissue the Haver`s channels and medullar wholes can 
be observed. It has been also shown that the bone, which is in contact with the implant, 
grows into the pores of the biomaterial, which enables the control over the type of bone 
growing into the pores [1].  
Experiments carried on animals indicate, that the behaviour of corundum ceramics, as 
well as its matrix containing vankomicine developed in a biological accordance. After a 
month some tissue and cell elements were observed. It pointed to the fact that the 
inflammation did exist, but after 3 months the process of recovery of the surrounding 
bone tissue was visible. The process of bone formation was carried on, which could be 
seen after 6 and 9 months [19].  
 
 

 

 
 

Fig.2. The grade of implant pores filled with bone tissue [1]  
 
 

HYDROXYAPATITE BIOCERAMICS 
 
 
The obtaining of a suitable material, which would act as a bone implant and at the same 
time would fulfill the medical requirements and assure clinical success, is the field of 
many research works [20-23]. Hydroxyapatite is a material most resembling, from the 
chemical point of view, the inorganic part of bone tissue. It is obtained by chemical 
synthesis and it is a starting material in the process of obtaining porous ceramics. The 
appropriately designed ceramic porous materials are simultaneously the material 
resembling the spongy structure of bones, and due to the optimal selection of porosity 
and pore size, they permit the ingrowing of the bone tissue and more permanent 
connection with the bone. However, porous ceramics, and especially hydroxyapatite, 
are characterized by low resistance to brittle fracture, which in the case of materials 
intended to fulfill mechanical functions, are an important problem. The production of 
porous ceramics in the form of  composites, i.e. combination of two or more selected 
phases, permits to remove these undesirable properties [22,24-26]. The introduction of 
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an appropriately selected organic polymer into the pores of the ceramic material leads to 
the obtaining of new strength characteristics of the composite. The use of biodegradable 
polymer permits, however, gradual ingrowing of the bone tissue into the composite 
pores by simultaneous degradation of the polymer, which may lead to its complete 
replacement by a live tissue [20,21,23,27].  
So far hydroxyapatite ceramics has been widely applied to replace bone in the form of 
porous items. The porous, synthetic hydroxyapatite joins the bone firmly, because it 
connects the tissue with implant forming biological unit. It enables to place the implant 
into the bone, protecting it from loosening. The requirement, which must be met, so that 
the tissue could grow into the biomaterial pores and stay alive, is the proper size of open 
pores [28]. It is assumed, that the minimum size of open pores enabling the formation of 
biological connection between implant and bone is 100 µm. If the pores reach the value 
of 200 µm, there is a possibility of appearing osteons within the implant, which has a 
favourable influence on integration of the implant and bone. It can be expected, that 
with the proper stiffness the bone veins would grow into the pores [29-32].  
The available porous hydroxyapatite implants show the bending strength from 2 to 11 
MPa, the compressive strength from 2 to 100 MPa and the tensile strength about 3 MPa. 
The mechanical parameters of the implanted hydroxyapatite biomaterials are improved 
after penetrating the bone tissue. It has been shown that the pores are penetrated by the 
medullar bone up to 50-60%. The bending strength increased up to 40-60% MPa. The 
indurance parameters of porous hydroxyapatite can be improved with matrix, which 
consists of hydroxyapatite covering hydroxyapatite fibres. The porous hydroxyapatite 
material tends to show degradation. The porous hydroxyapatite bioceramics is widely 
used in medicine to fill in the wholes in dentistry and orthopaedics or drug conveyers 
[33]. 
Application of new bone implants based on magnesium alloys brings new possibilities  
in bone losses treatment [34].  
Thanks to temporal properties, revealed during operation in vivo magnesium alloys can 
be qualified as a bone loss filling material. Yet, due to not optimized resorption time, 
they are not applied in clinical conditions. One of the methods, improving this 
inconvenience is manufacturing hybrid structures. They have the same core, which is on 
magnesium alloy as a monophase material should be characterized by fair mechanical 
properties. The idea of monophase hybrid structure leads to linking the solid material 
with the open pore one with a metallic bond. Thanks to this connection, open pore 
properties are obtained. This allows physiologic fluids flow as well as joining with 
natural bone. The solid material, in turn, brings greater possibilities of building the 
skeleton for load bearing, enhancing the development of natural metabolism of the 
osseous system [34,35]. This brings new possibilities for applying the magnesium 
alloys, which, as temporary implants may be used in vast systems of bone fillings, not 
available in sponges of only porous structure so far [34-37].  
 
 
 

ROBOCASTING – A NEW METHOD OF POROSITY FORMING 
 
 
Global medical market puts big pressure on new porous bioceramic materials 
discovering and elaborating together with new fabrication techniques. Many modern 
methods were elaborated e.g. powder sintering, chemical and mechanical foaming, 
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liofilization, foam replication [38]. One of the most recent, discovered and patented, a 
few years ago, being still developed is “Robocasting” known also as three dimensional 
printing (Fig.3) [38,39]. There were trials to adapt it for ceramic powders processing 
[40], especially for bioceramics [38]. Early research leads to a feedstock material 
preparation-paste/ink, which is necessary for “Robocasting” process.  
 

 
 

Fig.3. Robotic deposition device [38] 
 

Complete manufacturing chain (printing, drying, sintering) for 3D bioceramic structures 
with controlled porosity was elaborated (Fig.4) [38,41]. One of many advantages of 
additive layer-by-layer forming is low cost of production, short production time and 
almost no scraps are their aptitude for arbitrary object shaping. CAD-CAM environment 
is used to transfer and convert data (geometry, size and shape, macrostructure) [42,43].  
 

 
 

Fig.4. Hap sample by Robocasting. Macro and micro porosity is present [38] 
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The ideal bone substitute is a material that will form a secure bonding between implant 
and tissue by allowing or even encouraging new cells to grow and penetrate. From 
mechanical point of view the structure of such an implant should be as close to natural 
as possible. Strength, toughness, Young modulus etc. should correspond to natural bone 
properties. An ideal scaffold should have 3D interconnected porosity with pore size in 
the range of 100-400 µm [39,44,45].  
Plastic or reconstructive surgery is a field of potential use of such implants (neoplasm of 
the bone, destroyed bone tissue after injuries etc.). Individuality and uniqueness of each 
medical case requires the one-time-worked-out surgical procedure. By using RP 
techniques not only implant preparation is faster but also its quality and precision are 
higher. Having a Computer Tomography (CT) data (pale of scans) [46-48] it is possible 
to prepare one-and-only, absolutely fitted in shape, personalized implant [39,44-49].  

 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
The structural-adaptive compatibility of bone-porous implant fixation concerns ability 
of porous coating to induce the effective bone tissue ingrowth into its pores allowing 
bone mineralization. This ability is characterized by the structural osteoinductive 
properties of porous coating of implant and guarantees the proper bone-implant fixation. 
The osteoinductive properties of porous coating are determined by the proper 
parameters of its microstructure.  
While introducing the implant into the human body an assumption is made that its 
functional durability will be long. Good implant – bone connection and a proper shape 
of the implant adapted to the placement of the tensions on the tissue – implant verge 
enabling stiff position of the implant into a bone throughout the whole period of  its stay 
in the body, will make it possible to create the conditions typical of healing of a broken 
bone. It is a task for the porous structures. The scaffolds accelerate the process of 
producing the bone tissue, causing better location of the implant in the human body. 
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